**WGLT ISSUES AND PROGRAMS**  
*October, November, December 2016*

**Key:** The following issues were addressed during WGLT’s Sound Ideas, M-F Noon and 6pm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARTS &amp; CULTURE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/3</td>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>After forty years, Illinois State University graduate and acclaimed artist Wonsook (WAHN-sook) Kim is back on campus to share her work in a new exhibition at the University Galleries, and to lend a hand to the next generation of artists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/5</td>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Georgia native E.G. Kight (KITE) makes a midwest return when she plays the County Line Orchard in Hobart Indiana this Saturday. When Jon Norton last caught up with the blues woman known as The Georgia Songbird was recovering from two different serious diseases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/6</td>
<td>18:00</td>
<td>The old Illinois Soldiers' and Sailors' Children's School property is a case study in how long a successful redevelopment can take....decades. Artist Nick Africano (ah-frih-KAH-noh) became involved in the property in 1986 when he and other investors bought out the Misch group which was embroiled in a lawsuit with the state. Africano ended up with eleven buildings when he wanted only one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/6</td>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>In 2012, &quot;Once&quot; was first staged as a Broadway musical, and won the Tony Award for Best Musical. It was an unusual film and musical in that there's very little plot and character development. The show's popularity stems from its staple of pop-style songs. &quot;Once&quot; is coming to Springfield's Sangamon Auditorium this Sunday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>Today is World Mental Health Day. It's also the birthday of Rhoda Derry, who was born in 1834 and is the subject of a new biography called &quot;44 Years in Darkness: A True Story of Madness, Tragedy and Shattered Love.&quot; A local author relates the painful tale of the Illinois woman who suffered through decades of mental illness and disfiguring self-abuse while institutionalized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/7</td>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>When the chicago based band plays the House of Blues in the windy city on Wednesday and Shaw's Crabhouse in Chicago Thursday, they'll show off songs from their brand new album on Delmark Records -- &quot;Cab Driving Man.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Blues-rocker &quot;Hurricane&quot; Ruth LeMaster plays The Alamo in Springfield tonight. She was born and raised along the Illinois river in the small town of Beardstown. As with many river towns, Beardstown had many &quot;larger than life characters&quot; over the years that lived in or were drawn to the town.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/14</td>
<td>15:00</td>
<td>The Toys 4 Tots of McLean County Silver Ball fundraiser is Friday night at the Castle Theater. Three local bands will perform sets by three iconic 1990's bands. Chicago Farmer and Todd Hazelrigg perform Nirvana. Flaccid will tackle Red Hot Chilli Pepper material. And Jack Dupp &amp; the Empty bottles will cover Pearl Jam.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BUSINESS, ECONOMY & LABOR
10/3 10:00 A Bloomington restaurant whose legal status has been in question is soon to reopen. Charlie Schlenker checks out the Bloomington Normal Restaurant Scene with Larry Carius, who talks about the Garden of Paradise on East Empire.
10/3 6:00 One way to save money is to save things you own, like clothing. In this edition of Sound Money, GLT's Willis Kern tells you about something called "FixIt Friday." It's a cooperative effort at Illinois State University between Fashion Design and Merchandising students and the Office of Sustainability.
10/6 18:00 The old Illinois Soldiers' and Sailors' Children's School property is a case study in how long a successful redevelopment can take....decades. Artist Nick Africano (ah-frih-KAH-noh) became involved in the property in 1986 when he and other investors bought out the Misch group which was embroiled in a lawsuit with the state. Africano ended up with eleven buildings when he wanted only one.
10/10 21:00 Many things in the Middle East right now are being viewed in the U.S. through the lens of the Presidential election. A former Iraqi Ambassador to the U.N. says that obscures the complexity of the situation there. GLT's Charlie Schlenker talks with Feisal Al Istrabadi (FEYE-zahl ahl IHS-truh-BAH-dee) in advance of the Ambassador's education week keynote address at ISU tomorrow.
9/28 8:00 Every quarter, the Bloomington-Normal Economic Development Council presents its "BN By the Numbers" luncheon, spotlighting a segment of the central Illinois economy. This quarter's event--over the noon hour tomorrow in Normal--focuses on recent trends in the housing industry, on both a regional and national scale.
10/11 14:00 Transit buses may run on diesel, but subsidized transit systems across the country run on cash. When it comes to state funds, Bloomington-Normal's bus system Connect Transit and other downstate transit services are running on fumes. The State of Illinois owes Connect Transit alone, $5-million dollars, money that helps pay for fuel, salaries, healthcare, facilities management and maintenance.
11/2 20:00 The biggest change to the downstate Illinois landscape over the past 10-15 years has been the number of wind turbines that dot the horizon. Wind Energy has grown to be a pretty big industry in the state. According to a recent study by the Center for Renewable Energy at Illinois State University, wind farms as they are called bring in about 6 billion dollars to the local economy over their life span. The center is the result of collaboration between ISU's Depts of Economics, Technology and Agriculture.
11/8 16:00 Some faculty members at Illinois State University oppose ISU entering into an agreement with the Education Advisory Board, saying a track record of recommendations from the EAB is in conflict with the core mission and function of the university.
12/8 3:00 State and Bloomington Normal Economic Development officials have found a probable buyer for the former Mitsubishi Auto plant. The Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity has issued a news release about the Rivian Automotive, a startup manufacturer possibly investing up to 175-million dollars in the plant in Normal over the next eight years. Bloomington Normal Economic Development
Council Director Kyle Ham says they have been working closely with Rivian for about four months

CHILDREN & FAMILY/EDUCATION
10/3 6:00 One way to save money is to save things you own, like clothing. In this edition of Sound Money, GLT's Willis Kern tells you about something called "FixIt Friday." It's a cooperative effort at Illinois State University between Fashion Design and Merchandising students and the Office of Sustainability.
10/5 5:00 Democrat Hillary Clinton won the presidency yesterday ... that is, at Normal Community High School. The League of Women Voters sponsored a mock election there to generate voter registration among the school's eligible 18-year-old voters.
11/1 13:00 Bloomington-Normal has five brothels. That's according to Catalyst Ministries President and Founder Julie Ryan. Ryan is leading an effort to turn the community into central Illinois' only safe haven for girls and women in the Human Trafficking industry.
11/2 20:00 The biggest change to the downstate Illinois landscape over the past 10-15 years has been the number of wind turbines that dot the horizon. Wind Energy has grown to be a pretty big industry in the state. According to a recent study by the Center for Renewable Energy at Illinois State University, wind farms as they are called bring in about 6 billion dollars to the local economy over their life span. The center is the result of collaboration between ISU's Depts of Economics, Technology and Agriculture.
11/7 11:00 Daylight Savings Time is done for 2016. Setting our clocks back an hour, theoretically, gave us an extra hour of sleep. Actually, not really. The time change can result in a shift in the body's sleep-wake cycle that can dog us and disrupt our sleep for days.
11/8 16:00 Some faculty members at Illinois State University oppose ISU entering into an agreement with the Education Advisory Board, saying a track record of recommendations from the EAB is in conflict with the core mission and function of the university.
11/9 13:00 Teaching young girls self-esteem in this social media era when self concept can easily clash with shallow notions is challenging. One Bloomington group is helping girls build self-worth while OFF technology, so they know how to interact when they are ON it.
11/14 16:00 An education is part of the fabled ticket to a self sufficient life. But, very few foster children ever have a real shot at going to college. Loretta Schaeffer is a dance education major at Illinois State University who spent her early childhood in the foster care system before being adopted. She's working with Social Work Professor Doris Houston, the Director of the ISU Center for Child Welfare and Adoption Studies on a study of factors that could increase the chances of success.
ENVIRONMENT
10/11  14:00 Transit buses may run on diesel, but subsidized transit systems across the country run on cash. When it comes to state funds, Bloomington-Normal’s bus system Connect Transit and other downstate transit services are running on fumes. The State of Illinois owes Connect Transit alone, $5-million dollars, money that helps pay for fuel, salaries, healthcare, facilities management and maintenance.
11/2  20:00 The biggest change to the downstate Illinois landscape over the past 10-15 years has been the number of wind turbines that dot the horizon. Wind Energy has grown to be a pretty big industry in the state. According to a recent study by the Center for Renewable Energy at Illinois State University, wind farms as they are called bring in about 6 billion dollars to the local economy over their life span. The center is the result of collaboration between ISU’s Depts of Economics, Technology and Agriculture.

HEALTH & MEDICINE
10/10  13:00 Today is World Mental Health Day. It's also the birthday of Rhoda Derry, who was born in 1834 and is the subject of a new biography called "44 Years in Darkness: A True Story of Madness, Tragedy and Shattered Love." A local author relates the painful tale of the Illinois woman who suffered through decades of mental illness and disfiguring self-abuse while institutionalized.
11/1  13:00 Bloomington-Normal has five brothels. That's according to Catalyst Ministries President and Founder Julie Ryan. Ryan is leading an effort to turn the community into central Illinois’ only safe haven for girls and women in the Human Trafficking industry.
11/7  11:00 Daylight Savings Time is done for 2016. Setting our clocks back an hour, theoretically, gave us an extra hour of sleep. Actually, not really. The time change can result in a shift in the body's sleep-wake cycle that can dog us and disrupt our sleep for days.
11/28 11:00 Chris Wade is the HIV project coordinator at the Illinois Public Health Association; director of prevention services for Central Illinois Friends of People With AIDS; and co-chair of the Illinois Alliance for Sound AIDS Policy. In 1992 Wade was diagnosed as HIV positive and since that time he has worked in the fields of mental health, sexual and reproductive health, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning health-related issues. Wade tells GLT's Willis Kern he's proud to speak alongside sections of the National AIDS quilt.
12/8  15:00 In the new year, most emergency medical systems will be using newly-required software to track how bystanders help save lives either through CPR or use of an AED - an automated external defibrillator. The Normal-based Illinois Heart and Lung Foundation says three people last holiday season were saved in the community because of an AED.

LAW ENFORCEMENT & COURTS
11/21 11:00 In the last decade, the Bloomington Police Department has seized more than one point one million dollars in property through asset forfeiture laws. The city has
kept more than half of that money. The Town of Normal has seized more than 800-thousand dollars in property. The American Civil Liberties Union and the conservative Illinois Policy Institute are seeking legislation to make authorities wait for set forfeiture until someone has been convicted of a crime. The ACLU and the IPI may seem like strange bedfellows, but in this interview with GLT's Charlie Schlenker ACLU Attorney Ben Ruddell (roo-DELL) says not really.

12/13 4:00 Black Lives Matter activists say the idea they weren't consulted about a potential west side police substation is not the only problem with the plan. Group member Ky Ajayi (KYE uh-JYE-ee) says the model of community policing is nice, but not enough

POLITICS & GOVERNMENT

10/4 16:00 When Hillary Clinton was nominated by Democrats this summer to be the Democratic nominee for President, it was the first time a woman made it to the top of the ticket of a major U.S. political party. Kyle Ciani (see-AH-nee) is an Associate Professor of History at Illinois State University and a core faculty member for the women's and gender studies program. In the most recent edition of ISU's "Redbird Scholar" magazine, she shared her thoughts on the impact of having a woman as a Presidential nominee, and in the White House.

10/5 15:00 The two men comprising the bottom of the presidential tickets for the two major parties knocked heads in a debate-like set-up last night. Vice presidential nominees Democrat Tim Kaine and Republican Mike Pence debated issues and otherwise did a lot of talking--much of it at the same time--during the two hour televised event.

10/5 5:00 Democrat Hillary Clinton won the presidency yesterday ... that is, at Normal Community High School. The League of Women Voters sponsored a mock election there to generate voter registration among the school's eligible 18-year-old voters.

10/6 18:00 The old Illinois Soldiers' and Sailors' Children's School property is a case study in how long a successful redevelopment can take....decades. Artist Nick Africano (ah-frih-KAH-noh) became involved in the property in 1986 when he and other investors bought out the Misch group which was embroiled in a lawsuit with the state. Africano ended up with eleven buildings when he wanted only one.

10/10 21:00 Many things in the Middle East right now are being viewed in the U.S. through the lens of the Presidential election. A former Iraqi Ambassador to the U.N. says that obscures the complexity of the situation there. GLT's Charlie Schlenker talks with Feisal Al Istrabadi (FEYE-zahl ahl IHS-truh-BAH-dee) in advance of the Ambassador's education week keynote address at ISU tomorrow.

10/11 14:00 Transit buses may run on diesel, but subsidized transit systems across the country run on cash. When it comes to state funds, Bloomington-Normal's bus system Connect Transit and other downstate transit services are running on fumes. The State of Illinois owes Connect Transit alone, $5-million dollars, money that helps pay for fuel, salaries, healthcare, facilities management and maintenance.
10/3  12:00 After forty years, Illinois State University graduate and acclaimed artist Wonsook (WAHN-sook) Kim is back on campus to share her work in a new exhibition at the University Galleries, and to lend a hand to the next generation of artists.

10/4  16:00 When Hillary Clinton was nominated by Democrats this summer to be the Democratic nominee for President, it was the first time a woman made it to the top of the ticket of a major U.S. political party. Kyle Ciani (see-AH-nee) is an Associate Professor of History at Illinois State University and a core faculty member for the women's and gender studies program. In the most recent edition of ISU's "Redbird Scholar" magazine, she shared her thoughts on the impact of having a woman as a Presidential nominee, and in the White House.

11/9  13:00 Teaching young girls self-esteem in this social media era when self concept can easily clash with shallow notions is challenging. One Bloomington group is helping girls build self-worth while OFF technology, so they know how to interact when they are ON it.

11/14  16:00 An education is part of the fabled ticket to a self sufficient life. But, very few foster children ever have a real shot at going to college. Loretta Schaeffer is a dance education major at Illinois State University who spent her early childhood in the foster care system before being adopted. She's working with Social Work Professor Doris Houston, the Director of the ISU Center for Child Welfare and Adoption Studies on a study of factors that could increase the chances of success.

11/21  11:00 In the last decade, the Bloomington Police Department has seized more than one point one million dollars in property through asset forfeiture laws. The city has kept more than half of that money. The Town of Normal has seized more than 800-thousand dollars in property. The American Civil Liberties Union and the conservative Illinois Policy Institute are seeking legislation to make authorities wait for set forfeiture until someone has been convicted of a crime. The ACLU and the IPI may seem like strange bedfellows, but in this interview with GLT's Charlie Schlenker ACLU Attorney Ben Ruddell (roo-DELL) says not really.

11/28  11:00 Chris Wade is the HIV project coordinator at the Illinois Public Health Association; director of prevention services for Central Illinois Friends of People With AIDS; and co-chair of the Illinois Alliance for Sound AIDS Policy. In 1992 Wade was diagnosed as HIV positive and since that time he has worked in the fields of mental health, sexual and reproductive health, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning health-related issues. Wade tells GLT's Willis Kern he's proud to speak alongside sections of the National AIDS quilt.

12/13  4:00  Black Lives Matter activists say the idea they weren't consulted about a potential west side police substation is not the only problem with the plan. Group member Ky Ajayi (KYE uh-JYE-ee) says the model of community policing is nice, but not enough
SOCIAL SERVICE & PROGRAMS

10/3 6:00 One way to save money is to save things you own, like clothing. In this edition of Sound Money, GLT's Willis Kern tells you about something called "FixIt Friday." It's a cooperative effort at Illinois State University between Fashion Design and Merchandising students and the Office of Sustainability.

10/11 14:00 Transit buses may run on diesel, but subsidized transit systems across the country run on cash. When it comes to state funds, Bloomington-Normal's bus system Connect Transit and other downstate transit services are running on fumes. The State of Illinois owes Connect Transit alone, $5-million dollars, money that helps pay for fuel, salaries, healthcare, facilities management and maintenance.

11/1 13:00 Bloomington-Normal has five brothels. That's according to Catalyst Ministries President and Founder Julie Ryan. Ryan is leading an effort to turn the community into central Illinois’ only safe haven for girls and women in the Human Trafficking industry.

11/9 13:00 Teaching young girls self-esteem in this social media era when self concept can easily clash with shallow notions is challenging. One Bloomington group is helping girls build self-worth while OFF technology, so they know how to interact when they are ON it.

11/14 16:00 An education is part of the fabled ticket to a self sufficient life. But, very few foster children ever have a real shot at going to college. Loretta Schaeffer is a dance education major at Illinois State University who spent her early childhood in the foster care system before being adopted. She's working with Social Work Professor Doris Houston, the Director of the ISU Center for Child Welfare and Adoption Studies on a study of factors that could increase the chances of success.

11/21 11:00 In the last decade, the Bloomington Police Department has seized more than one point one million dollars in property through asset forfeiture laws. The city has kept more than half of that money. The Town of Normal has seized more than 800-thousand dollars in property. The American Civil Liberties Union and the conservative Illinois Policy Institute are seeking legislation to make authorities wait for set forfeiture until someone has been convicted of a crime. The ACLU and the IPI may seem like strange bedfellows, but in this interview with GLT's Charlie Schlenker ACLU Attorney Ben Ruddell (roo-DELL) says not really.

11/28 11:00 Chris Wade is the HIV project coordinator at the Illinois Public Health Association; director of prevention services for Central Illinois Friends of People With AIDS; and co-chair of the Illinois Alliance for Sound AIDS Policy. In 1992 Wade was diagnosed as HIV positive and since that time he has worked in the fields of mental health, sexual and reproductive health, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning health-related issues. Wade tells GLT's Willis Kern he's proud to speak alongside sections of the National AIDS quilt.

TECHNOLOGY

10/3 6:00 One way to save money is to save things you own, like clothing. In this edition of Sound Money, GLT's Willis Kern tells you about something called "FixIt
Friday." It's a cooperative effort at Illinois State University between Fashion Design and Merchandising students and the Office of Sustainability.

11/2  20:00 The biggest change to the downstate Illinois landscape over the past 10-15 years has been the number of wind turbines that dot the horizon. Wind Energy has grown to be a pretty big industry in the state. According to a recent study by the Center for Renewable Energy at Illinois State University, wind farms as they are called bring in about 6 billion dollars to the local economy over their life span. The center is the result of collaboration between ISU's Depts of Economics, Technology and Agriculture.

12/8  15:00 In the new year, most emergency medical systems will be using newly-required software to track how bystanders help save lives either through CPR or use of an AED - an automated external defibrillator. The Normal-based Illinois Heart and Lung Foundation says three people last holiday season were saved in the community because of an AED.

**TRANSPORTATION**

10/11     14:00 Transit buses may run on diesel, but subsidized transit systems across the country run on cash. When it comes to state funds, Bloomington-Normal's bus system Connect Transit and other downstate transit services are running on fumes. The State of Illinois owes Connect Transit alone, $5-million dollars, money that helps pay for fuel, salaries, healthcare, facilities management and maintenance.

12/1  2:00 The State of Illinois has given Bloomington-Normal's bus service enough money to stave off shutting down at the end of the year. Connect Transit says it has received just under one point nine million dollars. That covers the period from July through September. It covers the end of the last fiscal year and most of the first quarter of this budget period. The second quarter remains unpaid and the third quarter is approaching.

12/8  3:00 State and Bloomington Normal Economic Development officials have found a probable buyer for the former Mitsubishi Auto plant. The Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity has issued a news release about the Rivian Automotive, a startup manufacturer possibly investing up to 175-million dollars in the plant in Normal over the next eight years. Bloomington Normal Economic Development Council Director Kyle Ham says they have been working closely with Rivian for about four months.